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Laser cutting

Nestech doubles 
the production
of laminations 
for electric motors 
and generators
by Gianandrea Mazzola

B
usiness Unit of Carbonveneta Tecnologia nei Compositi – Nestech 
– PLD Collettori, Nestech represents a partner in the production 
of single laser-cut laminations and complete stator and rotor core 
stacks for electric motors and generators, with non-standard ge-

ometries, besides being ready to supply more advanced products like stators 
with windings and rotors assembled with copper or aluminium rings and bars.  
«Our target – one of the owners, Roberto Movio, states – is offering not only 
high-quality products but also flexible on time services to the market. This 
due to our employees’ expertise and competence and the high technological 
level of the equipment we rely on».
The company can boast notable specific knowledge and competence in the 
electromechanical sector. 
Through the combination of technologies that allow achieving industrial-lev-
el quality and the typical flexibility of a craft reality, it can supply in short 
times both prototypes or small batches for products under development 
and pre-production phase, and components for Service and repair compa-
nies. Supplementary operation can follow  the laser cutting manufacturing 

Nestech invests in cutting 
technologies, in-house 
integrating a new excellent-
precision fiber laser system, 
which will allow the company 
to further increment its 
manufacturing capacity

process, such as stacking, welding, bonding and turning. 
For the laser cutting stage, in particular, Nestech avails itself of a very-high 
precision fiber laser machine, wich is going to be supported by a second one 
within a few months.

Minimum power for utmost precision for 
very complex components, too
«At present –Movio confirms– the laser cutting technology with fiber source 
has reached the necessary precision levels to satisfy all the requirements of 
electric motor and generator manufacturers, instead of the more conventional 
blanking. Axis positioning, performances and peculiarities of the machine allow 
compliance to all those necessary requirements to assure expected quality and 
competitiveness. Two are the most interesting aspects, that is to say: the pres-
ence on X and Y axes of linear motors, which grant high operation precision; a 
custom fiber source upon our precise specification, with beam diameter of 50 
µm,mich lower than the more conventional equipment  for the sheet metal 
working. Such a thin laser beam allows manufacturing  very complex parts 
with extreme accuracy and precision».
We are speaking of a low-power (2 kW) laser plant, able to prevent any surface 
overheating and then avoiding heat stresses to the metal, keeping electromag-
netic properties perfectly integer, besides a very low impact on the insulating 
layer of the sheet metal. 
«The material used for the production of laminations –Movio explains– is 
pre-insulated electrical steel, with insulation directly applied by the manufac-
turer, with a thickness that ranges from 0.5 to some microns. 
Being an epoxy film, in case of overheating its shrinkage would occur, as well 
as the creation of short circuit surfaces, and for this reason we have opted for 
a very low power machine».
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Depending on manufacturing 
requirements, Nestech can 

implement even very complex 
tiny-size components, rather than 

large geometries

To face new market 
requirements, 
Nestech doubles its 
manufacturing capacity 
with the purchase of a 
new high-precision fiber 
laser cutting plant
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“ At present the laser 
cutting technology with 

fiber source has reached 
the necessary precision 

levels to satisfy all the 
requirements of electric 

motor and generator 
manufacturers. Such 

a thin laser beam 
allows obtaining very 

complex parts with 
extreme accuracy 
and precision. ” 

Roberto Movio, one of the owners 
of Nestech at Valdastico (VI), 
Business Unit of Carbonveneta 
Tecnologia nei Compositi – 
Nestech – PLD Collettori

Nestech represents 
a partner in the 
production of single 
laser-cut laminations 
and complete stator 
and rotor core stacks 
for electric motors and 
generators with non-
standard characteristics 
and geometries

FROM THE SINGLE LAMINATION TO THE 
COMPLETE LAMINATION STACK

Nestech is specialized in the supply of non-standard products. The 
availability of forefront state-of-the-art technological equipment, and 
the consolidated specific competences gained, allow the company to 

operate in different application fields, supplying laminations, stator stacks, 
rotor stacks and stacks for linear motors and transformers.

LAMINATIONS 
Single laminations, laser-cut with state-of-the-art fiber plants featuring low power and very high 
precision. Broad range of available materials, non-oriented sheet metal (DIN EN 10106) from M210-35A 
up to A M1000-100A and for high-frequency applications (DIN EN 10303) from NO10 to NO35, with 
different typologies of insulating coating.

Productivity and 
flexibility in synergy 
More in detail, also the new fiber 
laser cutting machine that will start 
operating in Valdastico (VI) facto-
ries of Nestech during next months, 
is characterized by a work range 
up to 3,000 x 1,500 mm and will be 
equipped with a source still featuring 
2 kW, with 50 μm beam. 
In this case as well customized by the 
manufacturer upon Vicenza compa-
ny’s precise specifications, it grants 
absolutely outstanding performanc-
es: combined speed of X and Y axes 
(whose motion is performed by lin-
ear motors) up to 240 m/min; ± 0.025 
mm repeatability.
As for the first machine (in operation 
since the beginning of last year) also 
the new incoming one will prove to 
be ideal for prototyping, small batch-
es, special applications and service, 
because it does not imply initial in-
vestments in equipment and allows 
obtaining very fast response times 
or geometry change during con-
struction.
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«Actually –Movio in person highlights – the two machines will be perfectly 
interchangeable. Depending on manufacturing requirements, some specific 
configurations and set-ups will be prearranged, to implement even very com-
plex tiny-size components».

A market feedback 
For Nestech, the need of doubling the technological availability was driven 
by the positive market feedback, which has induced the owners to make this 
new huge investment.
«At present –Movio underlines– we yearly work about 150 tons of metal sheets 
with various thicknesses from 0.1 to 1 mm. The new investment will allow us 

to increment our manufacturing capacity significantly».
As subcontractor, Nestech can in fact supply the cut lamination directly to 
customers, or in-house manufacture lamination stacks on design. 
Thanks to the cooperation with a specialized partner, it can also offer more and 
more advanced products, such as stators with winding and rotors die-cast or 
assembled with copper rings and bars.
«Our mission –Movio ends – has always been satisfying at best the require-
ments of both manufacturers and repairers of electric machines, also through 
co-design and co-engineering activities. The target is to succeed in identifying 
jointly the best innovative technological solutions that can be applied to each 
product, so that they provide utmost competitiveness».

STATOR STACKS
Stator stacks of different sizes, assembled, worked and/or turned to assure tight 
tolerances. Stacks can be welded or bonded, straight or skewed. Segmented 
stator stacks with single poles, manufacturered with extreme precision and 
accuracy. Thanks to the cooperation with some specialized partner, Nestech can 
supply stators complete with windings.

ROTOR STACKS
Rotor stacks of different sizes, assembled and turned to assure tight tolerances. 
Stacks can be welded, bonded or riveted; they can be complete with aluminium 
or copper bars brazed to end rings and with bonded permanent magnets. The 
company can supply die-cast aluminium rotor stacks, also single pieces or small 
batches.

STACKS FOR LINEAR MOTORS 
AND TRANSFORMERS
Nestech can supply stacks of different sizes, with straight or curved profile, 
welded or bonded, provided with drilling and grinding on the back side. 


